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BJYM chief Poonam Mahajan launches
‘Bharat Jodo’ campaign to connect the
youth with the 'nation-building' process
THE ASIAN AGE

My son and
the other
accused were
given bail as
charges
against them
were bailable
–– Subhash Barala
Haryana BJP chief

IN
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Patkar discharged
from hospital
Bhopal: Social activist Medha
Patkar was on Wednesday
discharged from the hospital
in Indore in Madhya Pradesh.
The Narmada Bachao
Andolan (NBA) chief was
forcibly admitted in the specialised private hospital by
the police on August 7 after
her health deteriorated following her indefinite fast
launched on July 27,
demanding rehabilitation of
people facing displacement
due to the Sardar Sarovar
Dam project. Ms Patkar, however, said she has not broken
her fast and would continue
her hunger strike till her
demands were fulfilled. “I
was virtually imprisoned in
the hospital as police denied
my well wishers to visit me in
the hospital,” she said.

Sonia cautions
against ‘forces
of darkness’
■ Continued from Page 1
political and ideological mentor, has been accused of not
playing any role in the freedom
struggle.
Ms Gandhi’s remarks evoked
a sharp response from firsttime MP from Chandigarh,
Kirron Kher, who could be
heard shouting, “Sad, travesty
of Parliament.”
Congress MPs shouted her
down, and even BJP members
were seen asking her not to
speak when Prime Minister
Narendra Modi was present in
the House.
The Congress chief used her
speech in Lok Sabha to underline the contributions of the
Congress and Jawaharlal
Nehru to the landmark episode
in
India’s
struggle
for
Independence
and
also
attacked the ruling BJP,
accused by her party of communalism.
“We will not allow the idea of
India to be a prisoner to narrow mindedness and communal ideology. Today it looks like
secularism and free speech are
in danger. If we have to preserve freedom, we’ll have to
defeat forces endangering it.
We can’t and we won’t allow
sectarian forces to succeed,”
she said.

Mulayam axes 4
of son’s loyalists
from Lohia trust
AGE CORRESPONDENT
LUCKNOW, AUG. 9

In another incident, Ethiopian plane
clipped wings of an Air India aircraft
AGE CORRESPONDENT
It was a day of unforeseen
circumstances for the
national carrier, Air
India. An Air India flight,
flying in from German
city of Frankfurt and
heading for New Delhi,
made a precautionary
landing enroute at the
Iranian capital, Tehran,
following a technical
glitch.
The aircraft that faced
technical issue was a
Boeing 787 Dreamliner.
Notably, Air India has had
technical problems with
its Dreamliner fleet in the
past too. The national carrier despatched a Boeing
747 Jumbo Jet as a
replacement aircraft to
fly the passengers to
Delhi. It also had engineers on board.
In the second incident,
the wing of a parked
Ethiopian airline aircraft
that was being “pushed
back” at the New Delhi
IGI airport near T3 terminal collided with a wing
of a parked Air India aircraft. About the first incident, an Air India official
said, “AI 120 flight
Frankfurt-Delhi made a
precautionary landing in
Tehran due to technical
reasons at 6.20 am local
time. All the 249 passengers were transferred to a
hotel there. The grounded
flight
is
a
787

(Dreamliner). A relief
flight, i.e. 747 aircraft,
departed from Mumbai to
Tehran. A team of engineers and other technical
staff also boarded the
relief flight. The relief
flight will return to New
Delhi with all passengers
while engineers and other
technical staff will come
back to Mumbai after
maintenance work on the
grounded aircraft.”
About the second incident, an AI official said
that at the New Delhi airport, near T-3 terminal,
“an Ethiopian airline aircraft and an Air India aircraft” were parked and
that “around 2 am” the
Ethiopian aircraft “pushbacked”. The Air India
official added, “During
the push-back, the right
wing of the Ethiopian aircraft hit the left wing of
Air India aircraft.”
The Air India plane has
been grounded temporarily and the national carrier
will be claiming damages
from the Ethiopian airlines. The Ethiopian airlines issued a statement,
saying, “On August 9, 2017,
our B-767 aircraft, registration number ET-AMG,
preparing for a regular
Delhi-Addis Ababa bound
flight, number ET687 , had
a minor ground incident
of wing tip collision with
Air India A320 aircraft
during push-back at the
IGI Airport.

TAKE VOW TO END POVERTY
BY 2022, SAYS PM MODI
■ Continued from Page 1
menace of corruption has
adversely impacted the
development of the country and has eaten the polity from the inside.
Corruption,
poverty,
illiteracy and malnutrition are the greatest challenges that India now
needs to overcome and a
common resolve is needed for this, he said,
adding, “In 1942, the
clarion call was ‘Karenge
ya Marenge’ (Do or Die)
— today it is ‘Karenge aur
kar ke rahenge.’ The
next five years should
also be about ‘Sankalp Se
Siddhi’, a resolve which
will lead us to accomplishment.”
He said from 1857 to
1942, the move towards
freedom was incremental,

but the years from 1942 to
1947, were transformative
and delivered on the
objective.
He urged MPs to rise
above differences and join
in a common effort to create an India of the dreams
of our freedom fighters.
The Prime Minister
recalled the role of
women during the freedom struggle, and said
that
they
can
add
immense strength to the
common objectives even
today.
Mr Modi recalled that
when senior leaders like
Mahatma Gandhi were
jailed at the beginning of
the Quit India Movement,
a new generation of leaders emerged to fill the
vacuum and take the
movement forward.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi greet freedom fighters during a reception organised
at the Rashtrapati Bhawan in New Delhi on Wednesday.
—G.N. JHA

Jawan held for sexual
assault on schoolgirls
Hunt on to arrest another absconding CRPF jawan
RABINDRA NATH
CHOUDHURY
BHOPAL, AUG. 9

A CRPF jawan was on
Wednesday arrested on
the charges of molesting
tribal schoolgirls during a
cultural programme that
was held recently in
Palnar village under
Chhattisgarh’s
south
Bastar
district
of
Dantewada.
The co-accused in the
case is absconding, the
Bastar police has said.
While
one
of
the
accused, Shamim Ahmed,
has been arrested, the
other accused, Neeraj
Pondawal,
fled
to
Uttarakhand after the
incident, the police said.

◗ In May last, the
Supreme Court
ordered state
governments not
to hide behind the
‘smokescreen of lack
of funds’ and provide
wide-ranging relief for
the drought-affected
people in 12 states
The directions issued by the
court included mid-day meals
during summer vacation, addition of egg or milk to the midday meal menu, universalisation of food-grain ration, adequate and timely release of
funds for
MNREGA
and
implementation of crop loss
compensation, agricultural
loan restructuring and provision for cattle fodder.
The court had laid down new
principles for declaration of
drought.
It expressed surprise that
implementation of a law enacted by Parliament, the NFS Act,
had been left to the whims and
fancies of state governments,
and that it has taken Gujarat
more than two years to
implement it while Uttar
Pradesh has implemented it
partially.
“This is rather strange. A
state government, by delaying
implementation of a law
passed by the Parliament and
assented to by the President of
India, is effectively refusing to
implement it and Parliament
is left a mute spectator,” the
bench said.

■ Continued from Page 1
The MLAs from Congress
and Nationalist Congress
Party bowed before the
Shivaji statue in the
premises and went to participate in the rally wearing saffron turbans, caps.
Even Shiv Sena MLAs
shouted slogans for the
reservation. Some residents of Kopardi village
in Ahmednagar district,
where
the brutal rape and murder in July 2016 of a 14year-old girl belonging to
the community triggered
massive protests across
the state, also participated in today’s morcha.
A
delegation
of
Maratha leaders met the
CM in the legislature
with their demands —
justice for Kopardi rape
victim and reservation in
educational
institutes
and government jobs. The
CM said that in five
months, a special court
took statements of 31 witnesses in the Kopardi
rape case. “The lawyer of
the accused tried to delay
the case. He was fined
`19,000 and `2,000 by the
court. They wanted to
cross-examine more witnesses but the matter
went to the high court.
The HC allowed them to
cross-examine only one
witness. Now the matter
has reached its last
phase,” Mr Fadnavis said.
The CM said that for

◗ The accused
allegedly molested
schoolgirls during
a cultural event on
Raksha Bandhan
in Palnar village
under south Bastar
district of
Dantewada
Both were from 221 battalion of the Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF).
The incident occurred
when the students of the
Palnar tribal girls’ school
had organised a cultural
programme to tie the
sacred thread to the CRPF
jawans, invited for the
occasion,
on
Raksha
Bandhan on August 7.

The two accused allegedly barged into the bathroom of the school, and
molested some girls. The
police sprang into action
when 20 students of the
school lodged a complaint,
alleging their molestation
by the two accused. Later,
the victims were shown
the pictures of all the
jawans who attended the
programme. They identified the two from their
photographs, according to
the CRPF inspector general, Raipur, D.S. Chouhan.
“We handed over one of
the accused to the police
after he was identified by
the victims, and have
launched a manhunt to
arrest the other one,” Mr
Chouhan said.

A war of trusts has begun
in the Samajwadi Party
and the Yadav family.
Mulayam Singh Yadav,
who heads the Lohia
trust, has replaced four
Akhilesh loyalists from
the 12-member governing
body. Sources said that
the move was being seen
as a precursor to Shivpal
Singh Yadav being given
total control over the
Lohia trust.
The four members who
were removed from the
trust board include Ram
Govind
Chaudhary,
Ahmed Hasan, Usha
Verma and Alok Shakya.
All four were initially
close to Mulayam Singh
Yadav but later parted
ways and joined the
Akhilesh faction when
the battle for control over
the party began in
January.
The Shivpal loyalists
who have now been
appointed as members of
the board of the Lohia
trust include Deepak
Misra,
Ram
Naresh
Yadav, Ram Sewak Yadav
and Rajesh Yadav.
Deepak Misra was the
SP spokesperson till he
resigned from the post
and
remained
with
Shivpal
Yadav
after
Akhilesh sacked him
from the Cabinet, last
year. The remaining three
new members of the trust
are known Mulayam supporters and have stood by
Shivpal during the family
feud within the Yadav
clan.
Interestingly,

Marital rape not penal offence: SC
New Delhi, Aug. 9: The
raging issue whether to
make forced marital intercourse and sexual acts
part of offence of rape in
penal law has been extensively debated and now it
can’t be considered as
a criminal act, the
Supreme Court said on
Wednesday.
Section 375 of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC), which
defines the offence of
rape, has an exception
clause that says the intercourse or sexual act by a
man with his wife, not
below 15 years, is not a
rape. The apex court, however, sought to know as to
whether
Parliament debated the aspect of
protecting married girls,
between the age group of
15-18 years, from the
forced sexual acts by their

Implement Food 7L Marathas
Security Act: SC push for quota
■ Continued from Page 1
Mr Bhushan had pointed out
that states had not filled up the
Food Security Commissions as
provided under the Food
Security Act and wages are not
being paid to workers on time.
The AG told the bench that
the government was doing its
best to fill the gaps in the system and “miracles can’t be
achieved overnight.”
He said, “It is easy to find
fault, but the number of workers involved are eight to ten
crore and payments have to
reach 84,000 bank branches,
which are mostly in rural
areas. Many branches did not
have Internet facility and
therefore payments are being
made through post offices. We
are monitoring it on a day-today basis... Such an enormous
task needs time. Governance is
not that easy as we have 100
various other tasks on hand.
India is progressing. Have
faith in us (government), give
us six months time to implement the scheme fully.”
Justice Lokur conceded that
the government had been
doing good work in this
regard. He said, “We are not
asking for miracles. We only
point out that there are deficiencies.”
In May last, the Supreme
Court ordered state governments not to hide behind the
“smokescreen of lack of
funds” and provide wide-ranging relief for the droughtaffected people in 12 states and
to implement the national
Food Security Act in all
states.
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AI plane lands
in Tehran due
to tech glitch
NEW DELHI, AUG. 9
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Maratha students, the
state has extended scope
of the Chhatrapati Shahu
Maharaj
scholarship
scheme meant for 35
courses to 605 courses.
“Earlier, students with 60
per cent marks were
admitted for the courses,
which has been reduced
to 50 per cent now,” he
said.
Talking about some of
the policies, the CM said
that in the Annasaheb
Patil
Arthik
Vikas
Mahamandal, three lakh
children
of
farmers
would get skill development training. Also, loans
upto `10 lakh would be
given to them with lower
interest rates. The government said that every
district will have a hostel
for Maratha students for
which it will give `5
crore. The government
also assured that it would
speed up the process of
issuing caste certificates.
However,
Opposition
termed the announcements as false and walked
out of the house. NCP
leader Ajit Pawar said
“No one is satisfied with
the government’s stand
on reservation.”
Bollywood actor Riteish
Deshmukh also voiced his
support to the protest
march with a late night
tweet. “Ek Maratha, Lakh
Maratha”,
the
actor
tweeted in Marathi, referring to a popular slogan.

◗ The SC said that
issue whether to
make forced marital
intercourse part of
offence of rape has
been extensively
debated and now it
can’t be considered
as a criminal act
spouses. It also asked
whether the court could
intervene to protect the
rights of such married
girls who may be sexually
exploited by their spouses.
“Parliament has extensively debated the issue of
marital rape and considered that it was not an
offence of rape. Therefore,
it cannot be considered as
a criminal offence,” a
bench of justices M.B.
Lokur and Deepak Gupta

Barala’s
son held
in stalking
case
■ Continued from Page 1
handle. he left his press
conference in a huff,
feigning a phone call
from his son.
Varnika Kundu, a 29year-old DJ, and daughter of
IAS officer
Virender Kundu, has
alleged that Vikas and
Ashish followed her
when she was driving
back home last Friday.
She has said that they
blocked her way, banged
on her car window and
tried to force her door
open. In a Facebook post
she shared, she wrote, “I
feel lucky, because I’m
not lying raped and murdered in a ditch somewhere”.
On Tuesday, breaking
his silence on the case
that involves his son,
Shubash Barala said,
“Varinka is like my
daughter”. After Vikas
Barala and his friend
were let off within
hours of their arrest,
because the charges
against them — stalking
and drunken driving —
were bailable, there
were accusations that
Chandigarh police was
under political pressure
The police said that the
tougher
kidnapping
charge was not applied
because Varinka Kundu
had not referred to it in
her statement before the
magistrate.

said. The apex court also
said that marriage of a
girl, who is below the age
of 15 years, was “illegal”.
“There are cases when
college-going teens, below
18 years of age, engage in
sexual activities consensually and get booked
under the law. Who is
going to suffer? The boy is
not at fault. The punishment of seven years is too
harsh,”
the
bench
observed. It said, similarly, problem arises when a
girl, under 18 years of age,
elopes and engages in consensual sexual activity,
the male gets booked for
rape. “In these cases, we
do have problem if look at
various aspects,” the
bench said as it asked the
Centre to apprise it about
the number of prosecutions under the Child

Marriage Act for past
three years in three
weeks. It also asked the
Centre to apprise it about
appointment
of
the
Child Marriage Prohibition Officers in the country
and posted the matter for
hearing after four weeks.
The bench was hearing a
plea questioning the constitutionality of a provision permitting a man to
have physical relationship
with his wife even if she is
aged between 15 and 18.
It said as per the prevailing law, if a man has physical intercourse with a girl
under 15 years of age, it is
termed as rape irrespective of “consent or no consent” and if she is below
18 years of age, but more
than 15 and married,
then no offence of rape is
made out.
— PTI

Mulayam Singh Yadav

◗ All four were close
to Mulayam but
later parted ways
and joined the
Akhilesh faction
when the battle for
control over the
party began in Jan
Akhilesh Yadav and Ram
Gopal Yadav, both of
whom are also members
in the governing body of
the Lohia trust, did not
attend the meeting on
Tuesday.
Talking to this correspondent on Wednesday,
Shivpal Yadav downplayed the absence of
these leaders from the
meeting. “They must
have been busy but I am
sure they will come for
the next meeting which
will be held soon. The
information for this meeting was sent to them,” he
said.
After these changes, the
Mulayam faction now has
complete control over the
Lohia trust while the
Akhilesh faction rules
over
the
Janeshwar
Misra trust that was set
up a year ago.

2 more SP
MLCs quit,
more in line
Lucknow, Aug. 9: Two
more Samajwadi Party
MLCs resigned from
Vidhan Parishad on
Wednesday, taking the
tally of party MLCs who
have resigned to five.
SP MLC Ashok Bajpai
resigned from Vidhan
Parishad on Wednesday.
Ambica
Chaudhary,
who joined the BSP on
the eve of the Assembly
polls but technically
continued as SP MLC in
Vidhan Parishad, also
resigned on Wednesday.
Three SP MLCs, who
resigned in the past 10
days,
have
already
joined the BJP and Mr
Bajpai is also expected
to follow suit.

